
 

Study questions video games' effects on
violent behavior
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A new study finds that there is not enough information to support the
claim that violent video games lead to acts of violence.
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The Contemporary Economic Policy study examined data from the
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to Adult Health (Add
Health), a nationally representative sample of adolescents in grades 7-12
in the United States between April and December 1995. Over 15,000
participants were followed into young adulthood with four waves of in-
home interviews, with the last interview conducted in 2008, when
participants were 24-32 years old.

"While the data show that fighting later in life is related to playing video
games as an adolescent, most of this is because, relative to females,
males both play games more often and fight more often. Estimates that
better establish causality find no effect, or a small negative effect," said
author Michael Ward, Ph.D., of The University of Texas at Arlington.
"This is my fourth analysis using a fourth methodology and a fourth
dataset on actual outcomes that finds no violent effects from video
games."

Dr. Ward noted that it is important that studies examine real world
outcomes and that they account for competing reasons why negative
outcomes might be related to video game playing. "Video game
development is among the fastest evolving forms of human expression
ever devised. It is hard for us to imagine the experiences that games
developed over just the next few decades will provide," he said. "It
would be a shame to unintentionally, and needlessly, stifle this explosion
of creativity with content-based policy interventions."

  More information: Michael R. Ward, ADOLESCENT VIDEO
GAME PLAYING AND FIGHTING OVER THE LONG‐TERM, 
Contemporary Economic Policy (2019). DOI: 10.1111/coep.12451
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